The increasing imbalance between the computing capabilities of individual nodes and the internode bandwidth makes it highly desirable for any Lattice QCD algorithm to minimize the amount of internode communication. One of the relatively new methods for this is the 'Split Grid' or 'Split Domain' method, where data is rearranged within the running of a single binary, so that the routines which requires significant off-node communications such as Dirac operators are run on multiple smaller partitions in parallel with a better surface to volume ratio, while other routines are run in one partition. While it is relatively straightforward to utilize Split Grid method for inverters, the typical Lanczos algorithm which has one starting vector does not render itself naturally to Split Grid method. In this report we investigate the Block Lanczos algorithm(BL), which allows multiple starting vectors to be processed in parallel. It is shown that for a moderate number of starting vectors, BL achieves convergence comparable to similarly tuned Implicitly Restarted Lanczos algorithm (IRL) [1] on 2+1-flavor physical DWF/Möbius ensemble.
Introduction
One of the characteristics of Lattice QCD(LQCD) which is different from other HPC applications is that the multi-node performance of LQCD applications is often limited by not only the network latency, but also the bandwidth, due to the nature of discretized grid Dirac operators which has relatively low computational intensity. Even when "Embarrassingly parallel" approach is applicable, the need for memory for intermediate data such as eigenvectors, propagators and All-to-all(A2A) vectors often forces users to run on more than optimal number of nodes, or rely heavily on disk I/O. Implicitly Restarted Lanczos [1] in combination with fine-tuned Chebyshev acceleration has been used by RBC/UKQCD collaborations successfully for some time. The recent development of Multi-grid Lanczos [2] has made it possible to generate even more eigenvectors without corresponding increase in memory requirement, generating up to 8000 lowest-lying exact eigenvectors for 2+1-flavor physical DWF/Möbius emsembles with the numerical cost similar to 20-30 undeflated inversions.
In addition to eliminating the critical slowing down as we approach phyical quark masses, exact eignvectors of preconditioned DWF/Möbius Dirac operators has been used to construct very accurate low-mode base for the All/Low Mode Averaging (AMA/LMA) [3] and All-to-all [4, 5] methods. However, the use of single starting vector makes IRL inherently serial, which limits the performance of the Lanczos kernel.
Recently, RBC/UKQCD collaboration has started to explore the 'Split Grid' method, where an application switches between running on one domain defined by single MPI communicator, and on multiple domains, often defined by split MPI communicators or something equivalent. Figure 1 illustrates the placement and movement of data in an application with Split Grid capability. Split Grid allows the communication intensive parts such as Dirac operator applications to run on multiple, smaller domains, while routines without much communications are done on the original domain. Split Grid acheived a significant speed-up in G-parity K → ππ calculation reported in this conference [6] , done on KNL based machines such as NERSC Cori in part. The routines necessary for data rearrangement between the two domains have been implemented in Grid [7] , and as an standalone package using MPI RMA routines [8] . For other fermion formulations where memory bandwidth is a limiting factor, block solver algorithms also can lead to a similar speed-up [9] .
Here we explore utilizing the Split Grid method for Lanczos by switching to Block Lanczos algorithm where there are multiple starting vectors. A detailed description of the algorithm is presented in Section 2. The performance and convergence of BL in comparison with IRL on 2+1-flavor physical ensemble is presented in Section 3. Summary and discussion is presented in Section 4. where M pc denotes preconditioned Dirac matrix, T n (x) the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind, and X(x, λ l , λ h ) is a linear function where X(λ l ) = −1 and X(λ h ) = 1. Following a common notation for IRL [1] , N k (> N stop ) is the number of initial Lanczos iterations before restarts, or convergence checks. N p denotes the number of the application of matrix between restarts, and N r is the number of restarts. It is assumed that both N k and N p are divisible by N u . Similar to the single-vector Lanczos, the basic equation for BL is
Block Lanczos
The coefficient α α α and β β β now are N u × N u complex matrix instead of real numbers and β β β is an upper triangular matrix by construction via Gram-Schmidt processes. Besides the number of starting vector(s), the biggest difference between IRL and BL is the restarting strategy: in IRL, after each covergence check, a rotation matrix constructed from QR rotation matrices which suppresses eigenmodes with unwanted eigenvalues reduces the number of Lanczos vectors from N k + N p back to N k , so that it can repeat without continuing increase of memory usage. In BL studied here, all the Lanczos vectors are kept until the convergence is reached. While it can be in principle problematic, in practice it is not a concern: The distribution of eignevalues of a given Lattice QCD ensemble is extremely stable. This means a well tuned Chebyshev polynomial T n allows the convergence to be reached with a relatively small numeber of extra vectors, i.e. N p × N r N k . Convergence is checked by calculating residual
We also have studied a more direct extension of IRL in the name of Implicitly Restarted BL (IRBL) [10] . We decided not to pursue this algorithm, as each rotation with QR destroys N u rows instead of 1, which means the degree of filtering polynomial available at each restart decreases by the factor of N u , which slows the convergence significantly.
Despite the similarities between the 2 algorithms, there is a qualitative difference between the Krylov space generated:
As the Chebyshev acceleration is a critical part of the fast convergence of IRL for LQCD, Eq. 2.4 suggests the number of matrix application for converging the same number of vectors will increase for a large enough N u . The details of BL is given in Algorithm 1.
while not converged do 4:
OrthogonalizeỸ n against {Y 1 , · · ·Y n−2 } (for numerical stability )
8:
OrthonormalizeỸ n :Ỹ n = Y n β β β n−1
11:
n ← n + 1,
12:
end while
Calculate eigenvector v i of matrix
. . . Here we describe the performance and convergence of BL on 2+1-flavor physical DWF+ID ensembles with V = (24 3 , 48 3 ) × 64 × 12, a ∼0.2 fm [11] which we refer as 24ID and 48ID ensembles respectively. While the evolution was done with Möbius Ls = 24, b + c = 4, RBC/UKQCD has been using single precision zMöbius with Ls = 12 for the eigenvector generation.
For a realistic comparison, we start from the parameter RBC/UKQCD have been using for the generation of 1000 eigenvectors in fine grid, which forms the basis of Multi-Grid Lanczos [2] for 2000 and 8000 eigenvectors for 24ID and 48ID ensembles respectively. Since the convergence check on every Ritz vector is expensive and our experience with IRL suggest the convergence is 24 3 almost always in increasing order in unaccelerated (without Chebyshev acceleration) eigenvalue or in decreasing order in accelerated Ritz value, we check the residual of every 32 Ritz vectors. Table 1 shows the number of converged eigenvectors after each convergence check. Figure 5 shows the breakdown of different part of BL compared to IRL run on the same number of nodes. The first bargraph for each N u is and estimate of timing for BL without split grid. They are estimates, as only the performance of Chebyshev kernel without Split Grid was measured, we can reasonably assume timings for the other parts of BL are the same with or without Split Grid.
As also shown in Table 1 , the number of converged eigenvalues for a particular N r decreases as N u increases. However, the increase in time from the additional matrix application is more than well compensated by the performance increase from increasing local lattice volume. In fact, for the 48ID configuration, the total time is the smallest for the largest block size tried (N u = 
Summary & Discussion
Block Lanczos, in combination with Split Grid method, achieves a significant speed-up compared with the well tuned Implicitly Restarted Lanczos for the generation of lowest-lying eigenvectors of DWF/Möbius 2+1-flavor physical ensemble on Intel Knights landing clusters. While the difference in the Krylov space generated by BL and IRL shown in Eq. 2.4 negatively affects the convergence of BL, the increase in the number of Dirac operator application needed for convergence was moderate for up to N u = 32 for the DWF+ID physical ensembles. In fact, the most increase in the total runtime for N u > 16 was from the additional Gram-Schmidt necessary to keep the Lanczos vectors mutually orthogonal. Cache blocking and other well know techniques for local computation routines should extend the range of usability for BL. It is also possible that a different tuning of acceleration polynomial could improve the convergence.
